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Massachusetts: January 4th, 2018
Strong Coastal Storm Brings Blizzard-Like Conditions

A steady snow moved into the area between 5:00 and 7:00 AM January 4th. The snow quickly became heavy at times during
the late morning and early afternoon hours, with rates reaching 2-3" per hour. As the snow became heavier, northwest winds
began gusting to 40 - 50 mph, causing significant blowing and drifting snow. The steady snow and strong winds continued
through the evening hours, before tapering off between 8:00 and 10:00 PM. Blowing and drifitng snow continued through the
overnight hours, well after the falling snow ended. Temperatures were steady between 26 and 31 degrees throughout the
event.

Note: The combination of strong winds, heavy snow and a long period of cold weather made this a high-impact storm. Winds in
particular led to significant blowing and drifting, which resulted in substantial variability of snow accumulation and higher-than-
normal drifts.

Zipcode City Type Total Ice Notes

02301 Brockton Snow 16.5″ 0.00″

02025 Cohasset Snow 14.8″ 0.00″

02043 Cohasset Snow 15.2″ 0.00″

02333 East Bridgewater Snow 16.1″ 0.00″

02375 Easton Snow 17.1″ 0.00″

02043 Hingham Snow 16.1″ 0.00″

02343 Holbrook Snow 16.8″ 0.00″

02370 Rockland Snow 15.8″ 0.00″

02072 Stoughton Snow 17.1″ 0.00″

02190 Weymouth Town Snow 16.5″ 0.00″

Strong Coastal Storm Brings Blizzard-Like Conditions

A steady snow moved into the area between 6:00 and 8:00 AM January 4th. The snow quickly became heavy at times during
the late morning and early afternoon hours, with rates reaching 2-3" per hour. As the snow became heavier, northwest winds
began gusting to 40 - 50 mph, causing significant blowing and drifting snow. The steady snow and strong winds continued
through the evening hours, before tapering off between 8:00 and 10:00 PM. Blowing and drifitng snow continued through the
overnight hours, well after the falling snow ended. Temperatures were steady between 26 and 31 degrees throughout the
event. 

Note: The combination of strong winds, heavy snow and a long period of cold weather made this a high-impact storm. Winds in
particular led to significant blowing and drifting, which resulted in substantial variability of snow accumulation and higher-than-
normal drifts.

Zipcode City Type Total Ice Notes

02184 Braintree Town Snow 16.8″ 0.00″

02021 Canton Snow 16.5″ 0.00″

02026 Dedham Snow 16.2″ 0.00″

02045 Hull Snow 14.5″ 0.00″
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About WeatherWorks: Since 1986, WeatherWorks has provided dependable meteorological
services to thousands of clients in the private and public sectors by understanding the core
principles and complexities of meteorology in addition to utilizing technological advances.

02186 Milton Snow 16.5″ 0.00″

02169 Quincy Snow 16.8″ 0.00″

02368 Randolph Snow 16.8″ 0.00″

02067 Sharon Snow 16.1″ 0.00″

02191 Weymouth Town Snow 16.5″ 0.00″

Strong Coastal Storm Brings Blizzard-Like Conditions

A steady snow moved into the area between 6:00 and 8:00 AM January 4th. The snow quickly became heavy at times during
the late morning and early afternoon hours, with rates reaching 2-3" per hour. As the snow became heavier, northwest winds
began gusting to 40 - 50 mph, causing significant blowing and drifting snow. The steady snow and strong winds continued
through the evening hours, before tapering off between 8:00 and 10:00 PM. Blowing and drifitng snow continued through the
overnight hours, well after the falling snow ended. Temperatures were steady between 25 and 30 degrees throughout the
event. 

Note: The combination of strong winds, heavy snow and a long period of cold weather made this a high-impact storm. Winds in
particular led to significant blowing and drifting, which resulted in substantial variability of snow accumulation and higher-than-
normal drifts.

Zipcode City Type Total Ice Notes

02122 Boston Snow 16.5″ 0.00″

02127 Boston Snow 15.5″ 0.00″

02132 Boston Snow 16.3″ 0.00″

02170 Quincy Snow 16.8″ 0.00″

02171 Quincy Snow 16.5″ 0.00″

Coastal Storm Brings Heavy Snow and Strong Winds Conditions

A mix of rain, freezing rain, sleet moved into the area between 5:00 and 7:00 AM January 4th with temperatures in the mid to
upper 30s. The precipitation quickly changed to all rain by mid morning. As colder air rushed into the area, the rain changed to
heavy snow between 10:00 AM and 12:00 PM, with temperatures falling to 30 - 32 degrees. Heavy snow continued through the
afternoon, before tapering off between 7:00 and 9:00 PM that evening. Strong north winds gusting to 45 - 55 mph caused
significant blowing and drifting that continued well after the snow ended. By the time the snow ended, temperatures had fallen
into the low to mid 20s, allowing any wet/slushy areas to quickly become icy.

Zipcode City Type Total Ice Notes

02332 Duxbury Wintry Mix 7.5″ Patchy

02339 Hanover Wintry Mix 14.7″ Patchy

02061 Norwell Wintry Mix 12.5″ Patchy 8.0-10.0" SE part of zip-code, up to 14.0-16.0" northwest part of zip-code

Certification
WeatherWorks assures that the above Certified Snowfall Totals (CST)™ report is the result of a thorough analysis of
meteorological data collected from both private and public sources. Our professionally trained CST™ analysts employ a
scientific evaluation process, producing the most accurate and representative total for a location. WeatherWorks reserves the
right to amend reports at any time upon further review and/or discovery of additional data.
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